Five Minutes Late: A Romantic Comedy

Fabulous debut, funny and romantic with
laugh out loud situations. Deb Julienne.
Author of SEX, LIES, AND BEAUTY
AIDES It was so funny, I peed my pants.
Cindy (Richs mom) Can an always-tardy
garlic mogul and a punctual Silicon Valley
librarian fall in love? The world needs
garlic and somebodys got to sell that garlic.
Cedric Johnson is that man. But even
though hes got just about everything he can
wish for, Cedric is still missing one thing
in his life: someone special. Fate may be
on his side, but he encounters a few
distractions along the waylike almost being
killed by a UPS truck. Oh, and a little case
of blackmail. Ellie Fontaine is a walking
Wikipedia with clear professional goals,
but when it comes to landing Mr. Right,
she doesnt know jack squat. She gives
online dating a shot, but ends up with an
unappetizing buffet of unibrows and losers.
Whats a girl to do? After Ellie saves
Cedrics life, serendipity takes over as they
continue to run into each other. Their
connection grows stronger with each
meeting, even though he embodies her
number one pet peeve: hes always late. But
even if they can get past their issues and
misunderstandings, Ellies ex-boyfriend, an
unscrupulous cop, will do anything to keep
them apart. FIVE MINUTES LATE is a
hilarious fast-paced romantic comedy, full
of snappy dialogue and fun, quirky
characters, guaranteed to warm your heart.
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Five Minutes Late: A Romantic Comedy book by Rich Amooi. Free shipping over $10. Five Minutes Late is a hilarious
fast-paced romantic comedy, full of snappy dialogue and fun, quirky characters, guaranteed to warm your heart. - 30
secClick Here http:///?book=1500757802.Five Minutes Late. A Romantic Comedy By: Rich Amooi Narrated by:
Michael Ferraiuolo Length: 8 hrs and 33 mins Release date: 04-07-15. 4 out of 5 stars 74Five Minutes Late has 950
ratings and 148 reviews. Nucking Futs the Fire Five Minutes Late by Rich Amooi is a romantic comedy. Cedric is not
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